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Stakeholder call
Housekeeping reminders

• This call is being recorded for informational and convenience purposes only. Any related transcriptions should not be reprinted without ISO’s permission.

• Meeting is structured to stimulate dialogue and engage different perspectives.

• Please keep comments professional and respectful.

• Please try and be brief and refrain from repeating what has already been said so that we can manage the time efficiently.
New instructions for raising your hand to ask a question

• If you are connected to audio through your computer or used the “call me” option, select the raise hand icon above the chat window located on bottom right corner of the screen. **Note**: #2 only works if you dialed into the meeting.

• If you need technical assistance during the meeting, please send a chat to the event producer.

• Please remember to state your name and affiliation before making your comment.

• You may also send your question via chat to the meeting host – Isabella Nicosia.
Agenda

• Rationale for PRR 1280 withdrawal
• Intended next steps on processing local regulatory authority resource adequacy credits
• Next steps
Intended Next Steps on Processing LRA RA Credits

• ISO to resume loading LRA credits to CIRA upon receipt.
• Deficiency notices to LRAs and LSEs
  – Will generate based on “RA Capacity,” which includes LRA credits that relate solely to resources shown on a supply plan
  – Other LRA credits not included
• Issuing CPM designations for RA deficiencies
  – Will consider all credits in issuing discretionary CPMs
  – No guarantee credits beyond deficiency avoids CPMs
• Allocating CPM Costs
  – Most CPM costs designated pro-rata based on deficiency
  – Deficiencies based on “RA Capacity,” and includes only LRA credits that relate solely to resources shown on a supply plan
• RMR and CPM credits
  – Will count per tariff rules; not at issue in PRR 1280
Next Steps

• The ISO will post a written statement in the coming weeks regarding its decision to withdraw PRR 1280.
  – Stakeholders will be made aware of the posting through a notice in the ISO’s Daily Briefing.

• Please direct all questions to BPM_CM@caiso.com.